WOMEN'S DORM
Women's dormitory application available in Dr. Henry's office. All girls interested in living in the dormitories in the year 1962-63, whether or not they are currently residents, may file a dormitory application.

Players feature show Biz Comedy

Light Up The Sky To Open This Week

On Thursday, May 3, at 8:30 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium, the current 1961-62 cast for the first performance of Players’ spring production. This is the first show of the season. Other performances are slated for May 4, 5, and 7.

The play, a comedy by Max Hart, is a farce about the show business world with caricatures of its interesting inhabitants. The comedy revolves about a group of New York theater folk who attend the opening of their new play in Boston. These people are without inhibitions, possess immense vitality, and display tremendous gusto as well as many exhibitions of temperament.

MSC Dedicates Freeman Dorm

The dedication of the site for the new woman’s dormitory, known as Freeman Hall, was held last Sunday afternoon. The dedication was coordinated by the Montclair State College Women’s Association.

Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, president of Montclair State College, opened the ceremony with a short talk. He was followed by a response from Miss Grace Freeman, distinguished alumnus for whom the building is named. Rev. Dr. Frederick J. Jenkins of the Presbyterian Church of Irvington-on-the-Hudson offered the dedication.

The ceremonies were concluded with the dedication of the hall, which was held on the site.

President Names Heads of Departments

Two changes in departmental chairmanships have just been announced. The chairmanship of the Department of English has been given to Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, and the position of Dean of Women has been given to Dr. Carolyn Bock.

Dr. Gallagher is the seventh president of City College of New York and recipient of an honorary degree. He has also received a reward for the "Outstanding Civilian Service of the United States Army" in 1961.

Dr. Gallagher is married to a 21-year-old woman who lives in this dormitory. He is an example of devotion and service from the life of Grace Freeman.

The majority of the credit goes to the people who reminded other people to go out and vote. The new vice-president feels that future elections should be held in Life Hall to stimulate both community and campus-ayd-independent interest. He seeks "improved attendance with the library open," and hopes to "sway" all football games.

Chick is "happy with the result" and feels that MSC "has great potential." However, he seeks a more unified spirit among the students. He also feels that the new vice-president "is a lot of people who go together and accomplish the dual student goals.

Dianne Griesbach: As the newly elected corresponding secretary,

Kim Reid

Dianne "felt the turnout was poor" but wishes "to thank those who were interested enough to vote and lend their support." Kim Reid: In an unannounced election for room service president, Miss Reid was "disappointed in the lack of interest. We only got 63 votes, whether or not they are currently resident, and hope there will be a renaissance of conscientious interest in the student body at large, especially for the freshmen class. The turnout was disappointing. We can only hope there will be a resurgence of conscientious interest in the student body when class elections are on.

The following are comments from the newly-elected government body, George Schmidt: "I am very pleased with the result of the election, although I had hoped for a greater interest in the election in the student body. In addition, I think that the offers selected by the students will carry out their responsibilities very efficiently."

Charles Michael: "The majority of the credit goes to the people who reminded other people to go out and vote." The new vice-president feels that future elections should be held in Life Hall to stimulate both community and campus-independent interest. He seeks "improved attendance with the library open," and hopes to "sway" all football games.

Chick is "happy with the result" and feels that MSC "has great potential." However, he seeks a more unified spirit among the students. He also feels that the new vice-president "is a lot of people who go together and accomplish the dual student goals."

Dianne Griesbach: As the newly-elected corresponding secretary,
The fifteenth regular meeting of the SGA was called to order at 4:35 p.m. by President Ken Villani.

The minutes of the fourteenth regular meeting were read and approved as corrected.

Financial Report
Mr. Neuner reported that a man from the Internal Revenue Service approached him to file a report for 1960-61. Mr. Neuner recommended that in the future the SGA file the 990-A form for tax exempt corporations. Mr. Neuner reported that he filled the 990-A form for the form the SGA was filing for 1961.

Ralph Ramis reported for 1960-61. Mr. Neuner also stated informally that we have approximately $5,000 in our working account.

Mr. Neuner reported that as of March 1, 1961 there was approximately $13,110.13 in the Board of Trustees account. The balance in the SGA Trust Account is $7,825.27.

Also, there was a report about the Experiment in International Living.

Basil Rahbani, treasurer, reported:

- Expenses $132.00
- Income $396.45
- Net Loss $264.45
- Liabilities $2,548.51
- Income $1,717.00
- Net Loss $831.51
- Income $750.00

There was no further report on the financial reports for the expenses spent.

The balances in the accounts of the Class A organization are as follows:

Montclair $305.11
La Cigale $1,150.00
La Campana $660.74
E.R.C. $92.91
W.R.A. $1,152.70
M.O.C. $661.74
M.A.C. $613.93
Arboretum Community Club $410.00
Modern Dance Club $131.47
Players $1,276.68
Choral Society $568.99
Quartet $767.27
Class of '64 $189.28
Class of '65 $1,879.28

Kathy Rubinstein reported that the financial report be accepted.

To the Student Body:

Because the Montclair reaches almost the entire student body, I thought it necessary to give the support of the student body to the editors of this paper. We, as students, have the privilege to run this government for the future, however, who is to say the disinterested student body will wisely elect their government? If the SGA is to remain the "student government," representing students and acting for them in spending the money which is given to them, then there must be adequate student voting or the situation approaches the ridiculous.

To repeat: If failure to vote a student discards his rights to cast a ballot for his student government. . . then a student also loses his right to complain when the board does something with which he does not agree.

In the past, students, by appearing on the voice of student government, have a voice in the making of decisions which are vital to their college, and in some official capacities, and have to help to the college in its endeavors.

If the majority of students are discarding their voice in the election will build contempt for a standardization of policy in the college, and in some official capacities, and have to help to the college in its endeavors.

The Freshman Class requested permission to sell tickets at $2.50 per couple for their dance on May 18, in the cafeteria.

It is not just my intention to appeal to too many students.

To the Editor:

This letter is being written in the interest of fair editorial policy, it is a letter which is intended to a student of the SGA which is concerned by the law of people opposing views for a single purpose. (Referring to the SGA's control over the Montclarion.) As bad as this policy is, I see it was corrected as the presidency of the presidential race. Two letters were presented on behalf of the candidacy of George Schmidt. The Freshman Class presented a letter to the president of Bob Moore camp? There is a crying need for a standardization of policy in regard to relations of the editor.

For an open press in an open society, William Gabrielson, '62

Editor's Comment: With all due respect, we wish to point out that the Rubinstein letter is not "shown to members of the opposite camp." We received both the letters and the reply on the same day. The letters endorsing Schmidt for president were not included in the letter signed by students who felt strongly enough about the college to take the time and effort to make a letter stating their views. Our standardized placing has always been to remain, and will be placed the following:

We print "Letters to the Editor" providing there is ample space in the paper, containing therein is worthy of public discussion and are opinions expressed by the writer.

To the Editor:

It is a real pleasure to see the entire editorial column used in such a sincere, honest, down-to-earth manner by Co-Editor-in-Chief David Fialkoff. It is a real pleasure to see the ridiculous.

Basil Rathbone:

A recommendation was made that in the future the accounts of the Class A organization be investigated further and, if necessary, the proposed fraternity recommend- May 1, 1962

The fifteenth regular meeting of the SGA "elections" are over and the ballots have been counted—all 600 of them—the winning candidates have been called to order at 4:35 p.m. by President Ken Villani.

Last year the 33% of students casting ballots was grievous fault, the lack of participation in government. This year the SGA lost a lot more power than it should. I now realize that it must do so.

Why doesn't anyone want to vote? Why are the students so apathetic? Are there only a few people who are interested in the student body who feel qualified? When we get out of Montclair, will we come "part of the world again," or will we always be known to be an apathetic, much more important government?

It is not just my intention to point out. I care about Montclair College for it is my home, it is mine. But I can see the students are not set on the SGA. I have no answer for that. I can only say "apathy" because I think it is such a poor answer to so many students. This letter will appear too late to help the SGA election but please apply it to your class elections.

Thank you,

Henry Ponomarenko

Basil Rathbone:

A recommendation was made that in the future the accounts of the Class A organization be investigated further and, if necessary, the proposed fraternity recommend-
Partridge Discusses Ferguson To Blast Flat Notes
Parking Regulations
In May Evening Performance

Maynard Ferguson, a man in his early 30's, has had a long and varied experience as a musician. He, in his own band in his native Canada for several years before becoming a member of the bands of Boldy James, Charlie Barnet, and Stan Kenton in the late 40's. He carried his reputation as an extraordinary technician on the trumpet during the years with the big band, when he would blow so hard he would virtually see “skelephonics” part written for him.

After leaving the big bands, he settled in California, working with small groups on the West Coast and, according to Mr. Ferguson, “This gave me a chance, for the first time, to get in a groove where I could blow just as much sound as I could ever want.”

In 1954-56 he worked in the Paramount film studio orchestra. He then had a brief assignment to big bands and later formed the group he’s now touring with.

Famed trumpet master Maynard Ferguson and his twelve-piece band will perform in the Montclair State College gym on May 25. His appearance is sponsored through the SGSC.
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Expert Emphasizes Awareness; Discusses Infiltration Tactic

Edward Hunter, expert in communism and psychological warfare and chairman of the newly-organized Coalition Against Communism, recently published an article arguing for the necessity of infiltration tactics used by the Communists to infiltrate the United States.

The following is a summary of his article entitled "Communist Mechanism At Work."

"We must begin, after more than a month of conferring, a pamphlet-sized manifesto was issued at Moscow, signed by 81 communist parties of the world, including our own. This was a strategy paper, outlining tactics to be pursued in what was believed to be the final push to complete the conquest of the world by communism. The document was publicly issued for the instruction of communists and their collaborators everywhere.

"For the first time in any basic communist document, the manifesto explicitly referred to anti-communist movement in the United States. The Red psycholog-..."
The New World Review announces its third essay on peace contest. The subject of the contest is "The World of Peace...". Entries are to be judged by professional writers in the field of international relations and peace. The highest award is $15, and the lowest award is $50; and ten honorable mentions—$15 each.

Ward, professor emeritus of music at Montclair, hangs like a threat over the lives of all young people today. Their plans, hopes, dreams of the future..." "In many respects practice teaching is the final exam for a student teacher. It is now in class early and in front of a class on his own where his best and worst are on display, and he tries hard to show that he is prepared to teach various colors.

Company Releases Accident Statistics

If you are one of the millions of American motorists who are planning an automobile trip right now it might well be wise to look at a few figures just released by one of the largest automobile insurance companies in the country.

The Travelers' Insurance Company has published a report of highway accidents during the preceding year, made annually since 1931 with the exception of the war years, and lists the most dangerous hours and days of the week on the highways.

"The figures would indicate that it's best to get an early start and by the same token stop early in the day," a spokesman for The Travelers said, in commenting on the report that analyzed last year's 7,000 traffic deaths and 3,057,000 injuries.

6:6 a.m. period accounted for 1.9 per cent of the fatalities, lowest of those times listed, while 8-9 a.m. period accounted for 5.8 per cent. In the nine hour period from 6 to 9 a.m., there were a total of 23.9 per cent of the fatal accidents occurring. The highest fatality rate for the next nine hours 31.9 per cent of the highway accidents took place.

As to the relative merits of the respective days of the week, there is no question that weekend travel is most dangerous, The Travelers' report said. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday contributed 33.5 per cent of all fatalities while Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday added up to 24.2 per cent.

It was also pointed out that despite the few cars on the roads from 1-4 a.m. 38.6 per cent of all fatalities occurred within that period.

Station Gives Campus News

Commercial radio station WFMN in New York will begin a new directed exclusively to the college and young adult audience. Beginning April 29, the program will feature important news of colleges and universities throughout the broadcast area, along with popular music. Any news of social, athletic and academic events will be received by Barry College, and broadcast on the band.

A special feature will portion of the Campus with the Week spot. Any information regarding college events can be sent to Barry College, Box 64, Park Hill, University, New York 16, New York.

by Fred Misrelia

Many respects practice teaching is the final exam for a student teacher's entire training. During the weeks of practice teaching a student teacher finds whether he has the "stuff" to succeed as a teacher. He has been training for. He finds out how good he is as a classroom leader. He finds out how good he is as a group leader and as an individual.

Finally, he finds, if he has mastered his subject matter well enough to be the sender, not the receiver, in the learning process.

The student teacher's ability in these areas is an important indication of the quality of education he is trying for when he is a teacher. The student teacher should write at once to New World Review—

Editor: New World Review—

124 West 16th Street, New York 11, New York.

A special portion will feature the Campus with the Week spot. Any information regarding college events can be sent to Barry College, Box 64, Park Hill, University, New York 16, New York.
MONTCLAIR

URRGHI!...

MEMBERSHIP RIVALS

State Rips Paterson; Homers Accent Game

by Bob Kirchner

Fine pitching and porous fielding highlighted the Peacocks' 4-3 loss last week as the Indians dropped a close game. Montclair's first two runs were scored on a two-out double with bases loaded and two outs gave the St. Peter's Peacocks their win.

Transfer student Ruckey Rehals pitch nine innings of fine base-

ball Thursday afternoon for Montclair, but the Indian infield proved his undoing with several inning-flushing errors that allowed St. Peter's to catch up to the lead's side and finally take it.

Montclair opened up a four to one lead before the third inning got underway. In the first, Pat Clark walked, reached third on an error, and scored on Rob Wynn sacrifice fly. In the second, Joe Locatello and Jeff Starling scored on RBI hits. In the third, loading the bases, Pat Clark then singled up the middle, clearing the bases. The Indians started rallies in the fourth, the sixth and the eighth innings but they all ended short of a run.

Montclair went 2-1 in the series with Glassboro splitting the doubleheader 2-1 and 1-0. The Indians got back to .500 for the season.

EVENTS OF THE WEEK

TRACK

Tuesday, May 1
West Chester Home—3:30

Salem County Central State College

Wednesday, May 2

Central Conn. State College

Thursday, May 3

Auburn Home—3:30

Johnson City

Friday, May 4

Central Conn. State College Away—1:00

TENNIS

Tuesday, May 1
St. Peter's Home—3:30

The Peacocks

Wednesday, May 2

Newark State College

Away—2:00

GOLF

Tuesday, May 1
Bloomfield Home—2:00

Montclair

Wednesday, May 2

Bloomfield Away—2:00

Newark State College Away—2:00

Redmen Drub Newark Squares 20-9;

by Pat Clark

T. S. Elliott must have been thinking about college baseball when he wrote in "The Wastes" of his book "June in the " As you can see from the conference..." This April day has been one of the most horrible for baseball in many a year, combining the elements of wind, rain and cold in a very disheartening mixture.

But Saturday, April 3rd the Big elephant was out of the fold. Mike Lauten went who just got for a run triple, two singles, three runs scored, and five HR's, and third baseman Bob Rehals who was 3 for 5 with one run scored and four RBIs. Between them they knocked in and scored thirteen of the twenty runs.

This was Montclair's third straight victory against no de-

fense in the New Jersey State Conference. Though the only undefeated team in the conference now since Glassboro split a doubleheader with Montclair on Saturday. The prognosis is very good for Montclair going into another game all the way, if they prove to be the better team and the hitter hitting and the pitchers pitching.

Berry Bats Blur as Redskins Battle

by Bob Rehals

The Peacocks' first run came in the first inning, the first batter got on base on an error and scored on a wild pitch. Starting off the ball. Two forces out followed. A single deep to right and a walk loaded the bases. Frank Machuga, who scored the Peacocks' first run, then lifted a low outside pitch down the right field line which just fell in fair territory, allowing the winning run to score.

Peacocks Fan Indians 5-4;

Infield Errors Cause Loss

by Bob Kirchner

The Indians were up 5 to 3 in the bottom of the sixth. The first batter got on base on a walk when a very dubious call was made. Starting off the ball. Two forces out followed. A single deep to right and a walk loaded the bases. Frank Machuga, who scored the Peacocks' first run, then lifted a low outside pitch down the right field line which just fell in fair territory, allowing the winning run to score.
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